
花桃の里(2)
Off the Beaten Track Japan

Tokyo – Lake Kawaguchi – Matsumoto① –

Achi Village – Magome – Seki – Gifu② – Mino – Gujo Hachiman – Gero③ –

Shirakawago – Takayama – Okuhida Onsengo④ –

(Matsumoto) – Kofu – Tokyo
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Destination

A Lake Kawaguchi

B Matsumoto

C Achi Village

D Magome

E Seki

F Gifu

G Monet’s Pond

H Gujo Hachiman

I Gero

J Shirakawago

K Takayama

L Okuhida Onsengo

M Kofu

Route Map



From Tokyo
To Lake Kawaguchi

114 km, 2h3m
Day 1

Of the five lakes near Mt. Fuji, Lake Kawaguchi is the easiest to access from Tokyo. On a still,

clear day, you can see a perfect mirror image of Mt. Fuji reflected in the lake.

Kubota Ichiku Museum

Kawaguchiko Music Forest

Oshino Hakkai



From Lake Kawaguchi
To Matsumoto

132 km, 1h53m

Day 1

cont.

Matsumoto is a gateway to the Japan Alps and a destination in its own right. Apart from being home to Japan's oldest extant

castle, it is also the birthplace of avant-garde artist Yayoi Kusama. Hop on a bus decorated with polka dots in her honor to

see the sights and explore the central Nagano region.



From Matsumoto
To Hirugami Onsen

112 km, 1h33m

Day 2

Hanamomo has the best blooming season from the end of April to the beginning of May. The area around Hirugami Onsen, 

Achi village turns into a paradise of flowers and a fantastic fairytale-like scenery unfolds.



From Hirugami Onsen
To Magome

33 km, 46m

Day 2

cont.

Komatsunagi no Sakura

No need to imagine 17th century Japan. Come to Magome-juku and see it. Magome-juku and its neighbor, Tsumago-juku,

were once shukumachi, important post towns in Gifu Prefecture on the ancient Nakasendo road from Tokyo and Kyoto.

Today, both towns are perfectly preserved ‘open-air museums’.



From Magome
To Seki

82.2 km, 1h17m

Day 2

cont.

Seki City was once a center of samurai sword-making prowess, 

now making fine blades for everyday use.



From Seki  
To Gifu

20.2 km, 34m

Day 2

cont.

Gifu city boasts an array of attractions like the Gifu Castle on Mt. Kinka. The base of the

mountain is dotted with shrines, temples and museums one of them being the Shoho-ji Temple

which houses the 14-meter Buddha build in the 19th century.

Ukai Fishing

During Ukai fishing, a centuries old 

tradition, local master fishermen 

use cormorants to catch fish and 

drop them back in the boat.  The 

birds are rewarded with every 

eighth fish.  





Day 2

cont.

Gifu and its capital city are the center of Japan, both geographically and historically. The city played a key role in Japan’s

unification and has a rich history to discover.

Gifu  



From Gifu
To Mino

22.1 km, 31m

Day 3

Mino in Gifu Prefecgture is renowned for its production of washi, a traditional handicraft, 

paper made from pulp of the kozo bush.  The area has produced wash since the 8th century.



From Mino
To Monet's Pond

45.6 km, 47m

Day 3

cont.

Namonaki Ike (lit. nameless pond) – better known as Monet’s Pond – has become a spellbinding homage to Claude Monet,

the master of impressionist imagery, bearing an uncanny resemblance to scenes from his ‘Water Lilies’ series. The most

interesting aspect of this phenomenon is that the effect was apparently unintentional. Only coverage on social media

brought its charms to the world.



From Monet’s Pond
To Gujo Hachiman

21.8 km, 30m

Day 3

cont.

The castle town of Gujo Hachiman produces a large percentage of the plastic food 

models displayed at virtually every restaurant in Japan.



Day 3

cont.

Gujo Hachiman Castle was originally built in the 16th century atop a hill overlooking the valley, about a 

20-minute walk from the town center. Many castles across Japan were destroyed in the 1870s, and Gujo 

Hachiman was no exception. When it was rebuilt in 1933, however, Gujo Hachiman was reconstructed in 

wood rather than the concrete used for many other restored castles.

Gujo Hachiman



From Gujo Hachiman
To Gero

46.2 km, 55m

Day 3

cont.

Gero is all about the onsen. The majority of visitors stay overnight in one of the many

hotels or ryokan. Each one has its own baths reserved only for guests and serves delicious

meals of local produce, often directly to you in your room.



From Gero
To Shirakawago

91.1km, 1h17m

Day 4

Many of the buildings have been turned into museums, explaining the history of the region, the special architectural style,

and features, and some of the key industries of Shirakawa-go. Several of these homes are guesthouses that offer lodging.



From Shirakawago
To Takayama

52 km, 55m

Day 4

cont.

The heart of Takayama city, the Sanmachi area of preserved buildings, attracts tourists from all over the country. You

could spend a whole day wandering these old streets, buying souvenirs from the many craft shops, sampling local tea and

digging into local treats like wagyu sushi.

Garyu-zakura, Takayama







From Takayama
To Okuhida Onsengo

34.9 km, 47m

Day 4

cont.

Known as one of the best weekend getaway destinations in central Japan, Okuhida Onsengo is scattered

with five hot spring villages: Hirayu 平湯, Fukuji 福地, Shin-Hirayu 新平湯, Tochio 栃尾 and Shin-Hotaka

新穂高. All are conveniently accessible on the same bus route. Located in the center of Japan, Okuhida

Onsengo can be easily accessed by public transportation from Tokyo, Matsumoto or Takayama.



From Okuhida Onsengo
To Matsumoto

50.1km, 1h24m

Day 5

Soba, or buckwheat noodles, are generally called Shinshu soba 信州そば in Nagano – Shinshu being the ancient name of this

part of the country. Nagano is famous for soba because its clean water and volcanic ash soil are particularly suited to

growing buckwheat – some even claim the concept of making noodles from soba originated here. Being the second largest

producer in the country, next to Hokkaido, there’s no shortage of these delicious noodles anywhere in the prefecture, and

Matsumoto is no different.

Daio Wasabi Farm

Hida Sansho 
(Hida Japanese Pepper)



From Matsumoto
To Kofu

104 km, 1h33m

Day 5

cont.

Don’t miss visiting one of  the many local wineries. 



From Kofu
To Tokyo

137 km, 2h4m

Day 5

cont.

We will suggest a plan that’s perfect for you.
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